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Introduction 
Human eating behavior and physiology naturally differ between genders.1 Discovering the 
underlying mechanisms may have important implications for our understanding of gender-
specific causes of Anorexia nervosa (AN). Despite of gender-specific body composition 
ideals in healthy individuals,2 eating disorder severeness is largely comparable between 
males and females with AN.3 However, to date, potential gender differences in long-term 
clinical and neurobiological outcomes of juvenile AN remain largely unexplored. 

In our study, we collected clinical, behavioral, hormonal and brain-imaging data in a 
sample of young adult males and females recovered from AN (recAN) to identify 
gender-specific neurobiological trait-markers and potential “biological scars” of AN. 

 

Methods 

Overall, 76 subjects were included in the final analyses of this study: 26 female and 11 
male patients recovered from AN aside with the same number of age-, weight-, sex- and 
education-matched healthy controls (HC). Recruitment of male participants is still ongoing. 
All participants completed detailed clinical and hormonal assessment and multimodal 
(functional) magnetic resonance imaging. 

 

Results 

Whilst, in general, eating disorder psychopathology as well as body weight normalized, 
male recAN subjects exhibited less body weight concerns but increased excessive 
exercising and drive for muscularity compared to females recovered from AN and HC. In 
line with the normalization of psychopathology, we observed a general pattern of hormonal 
restitution, except for decreased testosterone levels in male recAN which were correlated 
negatively with drive for muscularity.  

Using resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging in an extended datatset, we 
discovered severe and widespread neural alterations in acute patients with AN. These 
alterations were not evident in the recAN subjects, indicating neural recovery after long-
term weight-normalization. Exploratory analyses of male recAN subjects, however, pointed 
towards male-specific long-term alterations in temporal, thalamic and frontal brain regions, 
possibly involved in emotional and cognitive processing. 



 

Preliminary conclusions 

Taken together, we found similar or slightly less general eating disorder symptoms in male 
recAN compared to their female counterparts, however, a higher male-specific drive for 
muscularity. Lower testosterone in male recAN compared to male HC of similar body 
weight and its association with this higher drive for muscularity could be related to 
underlying pathophysiologic mechanisms. Considering that all male recAN subjects 
included in our study initially presented in underweight state, the shift towards increased 
drive for muscularity and the association with lower testosterone levels might indicate 
gender-specific “strategies” of recovery or neurobiological scars from AN. Thus, further 
investigations of the role of exercise and drive for muscularity in the development, 
maintenance and remission of male AN seems highly relevant, in line with the suggestions 
to consider muscle dysmorphia diagnostically through the lens of an eating disorder.  

While widespread functional (resting state) brain changes found in acute AN normalized 
with weight recovery in female patients with AN in line with previous studies 4, potential 
differences were found in male recAN. These results show that psychopathology, 
pathophysiology and related brain alterations appear to differ between male and female 
patients with AN necessitating separate research approaches and potentially ensuing 
differential treatment regimes. 
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